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ABSTRACT
Project Summary - English

ABSTRACT
Projektsammanfattning - Svenska

Nordic Biomimicry is a Nordic Knowledge Hub & Education Platform for
Biomimicry. The hub brings together knowledge, network and tools for
Biomimicry, Biomimetics and Bio-inspiration that are based on nature and
its solutions for sustainability. The platform connects experts in the field to
those that are interested to learn about biomimicry. The hub’s intention is
to introduce the field to different sectors, to provide training, connect actors
in Sweden and Nordics, and to find avenues for research. The Platform was
launched December 2020 online: www.nordicbiomimicry.org

Nordic Biomimicry (Biomimikry i Norden) är en nordisk hubb och
utbildningsplattform för biomimikry. Här samlar vi kunskap, nätverk och
verktyg för biomimikry, biomimetik och bioinspiration som bygger på naturen
och dess lösningar för hållbarhet. Plattformen kopplar ihop experter inom
området med de som är intresserade av att lära sig mer om biomimikry. Syftet
är att introducera fältet till olika sektorer, att utbilda, koppla samman aktörer
i Sverige och Norden och att initiera ny forskning. Plattformen lanserades
december 2020 online: www.nordicbiomimicry.org
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INTRODUCTION
Nordic Biomimicry

Nordic Biomimicry is a Nordic Knowledge Hub & Education Platform
for Biomimicry, based in Stockholm but in collaboration with other Nordic
Partners. The hub brings together the knowledge, network and tools for
Biomimicry, Biomimetics and Bio-inspired design that is based on nature, its
life principles and solutions for sustainability. The hub is a connector between
the numerouse actors (in Sweden and in the Nordics) that are experts in the
field and those that are interested to learn and apply this knowledge in the
transformation towards a more sustainable society.
The intention of the hub is multi-fold:

•
•
•
•

to introduce this field to different sectors
to introduce, design & plan diverse training and education programmes
to reveal & connect actors in Sweden and in the Nordic regions
to find new avenues for research

The platform grew out of the recommendations from the Nordic forerunners
in Biomimicry report commissioned by the Nordic Council of Ministers in
2018 (Lenau, Linkola & Orrù, 2018). The study recommended biomimicry to
disseminate knowledge on how nature’s solutions provide environmental
and competitive advantages for sustainable development. It also stressed a
need form bringing together a comprehensive Nordic network to increase
awareness, transfer knowledge and strengthen Scandinavian influence.
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CONTEXT
What is Biomimicry?

Biomimicry is a field of knowledge and practice that takes inspiration from
nature to find sustainable solutions. The root of the word originates from Greek
bios (meaning life), and mimesis (meaning to imitate). A critical concept to
design like nature is in ‘enabling life’ by creating conditions that are conducive
to further life. This means that in the process of solving a particular task at
hand, we create a way forward that gives, regenerates, enriches and supports
living systems. Biomimicry not only seeks inspiration from nature, but also
with nature as a mentor for sustainable and resilient living solutions and ideas.
Though the word biomimicry is predominantly used in our discussion here,
we include strategies taken from biomimetics, bio-inspiration, circular design,
biophilia etc. which are also satellites of biomimicry. Our transformation into
a sustainable society involves finding ways to design with nature as an active
stakeholder at our design tables, and this includes multi-disciplinary teams that
include biologists and ecologists at the design table.
Biomimicry as an approach is a wonderful journey into what we can learn
from nature, and in the process we strengthen our relation and connection
to the natural world. This is a vital element of creating a more sustainable,
healthier and equitable world for all, humans and all species.

Photo: “Red Moss” by Sorin Mutu
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PLATFORM MAIN PAGE
Inspiration from Nature

It has been our intention to maintain the main page for the platform as a
curiosity driver and knowledge sharing window into Biomimicry. As a result,
when you enter the platform you are greeted:
Take a journey through different examples in Nature
We hope this tickles your curiosity into the world of Biomimicry
This welcoming is followed by a matrix of examples which the user is
welcome to click on and learn more about the featured organisms. Each
organism then opens to its own page where the reader is welcomed to find
out more. We include a case study that is using the particular nature-inspired
strategy, and also a further source from journal articles or Asknature platform
if the user wishes to find out more about the biology. We thought it was also
important to include a link to a case study, so that the user can see biomimicry
in action in real-world challenges and solutions. The main aspect of the main
page when you enter is to generate a knowledge sharing window rather than
immediately a commercial course or network endeavour. This is also what
differentiates the Nordic Biomimicry from other Biomimicry platforms we have
researched.

Photo: Nordic Biomimicry main page

The following pages are a journey through each organism included on the
platform. We hope that this will be regularly updated to keep with current
research and innovation case studies. A few of the organisms chosen deal
particularly with case studies from the built environment. This includes the
Cactus, Termite Mounds, and the Namibian fog-basking beetle.
We welcome you to the website platform to experience the many wonderful
organisms and their innovations.
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Photo: ‘Lotus leaf in the sunlight’ by Ralf Steinberger

Photo: ‘Gecko’ by WelshPixie

THE LOTUS PLANT

GECKO

Stay clean like a lotus leaf

Attach gecko-style

The Lotus plant – Nelumbo Nicifera – is well known for its self-cleaning
properties exhibited by the leaves on the lotus flower. This is a result of its
ultrahydrophobicity wherein dirt particles are gathered by water droplets due
to the nanoscopic architecture on its surface, which minimizes the droplet’s
adhesion to that surface, and has inspired different material surfaces for selfcleaning buildings. But it doesn’t stop there, underneath there is an amazing
water transport system as the leaves of the Amazon water lilies transport
oxygen to the plants’ roots in swampy bottoms using long tubes that run down
their stems.

The gecko – Gekkota – has an amazing ability to climb vertical surfaces and
even hang upside down. Adhesives are amongst the nastiest compounds
used in design for glueing, however the gecko has inspired an adhesive based
on physic and has also shown the possibility for humans to climb walls. Its
clinging ability and strength have inspired adhesive applications that leave no
residue and are not toxic. The way it achieves this amazing adhesion is by
having millions of tiny filaments on its toes that wrap around any slight texture
it can find. If you look at a close up of each toe, you will see that it has millions
of tiny keratin hairs called setae on the surface of each foot. Each hair acts
as a sort of suction cup, and collectively, millionsof these hairs produce a
powerful adhesive effect.

Link to case: NASA Lotus Plant-Inspired Dust-Busting Shield to Protect Space Gear
Source: Ask Nature – surface allows self cleaning

Link to case: Geckskin™ a new super-adhesive
Further Source: Ask Nature – Geckel nano adhesive
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Photo: ‘Honey Bee Swarm’ by kaibara87

Photo: ‘Mycelium’ by Harrington Alison

HONEYBEES

MYCELIUM

Work towards a common vision

Interconnected networks

Honeybees – apis mellifera – behave as a superorganism, a complex whole
consisting of interacting organisms. Their community demonstrates a
collective decision-making process in which each interacting part is working
towards a common vision. Their decision-making comes alight through bodily,
face-to-face communication, and orientated goals. In our transition to a more
sustainable species, we can learn by looking at their communication and
relationmaking components which can help inspire humans form democratic
modes of orientated goals.

The Mycelium root network of mushrooms – fungi – are considered to be
the ‘brains of the soil’. They form strong resilient networks and mutual
relationships. Their interconnections create partnerships that benefit living
entities such as providing protection from parasites or filtering out toxins
which accumulate on plants. These mutualistic relationships are exemplified
through a network of mycelium fibres that connect stationary plants with
hundreds of other plants. They also have an extraordinary way to thrive in
uncertainty by adapting to dynamic change by using responsiveness, flexibility,
finding opportunities and being locally attuned to the challenge at hand.

Link to case: Smithsonian - The Secret Life of Bees
Source: Ask Nature – Collaborating for group decisions

Link to case: THE GUARDIAN - The future is fungal: why the ‘megascience’ of mycology is on the rise
Source: Ask Nature – Fungal network distributes resouces
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Photo: ‘Romanesco Broccoli’ by Lori L. Stalteri

Photo: ‘Burdock and gossamer’ by Ruth and Dave

FRACTALS

BURDOCK BURR

Generate infinite complexity

Non-toxic adhesion

Fractals – fractus – are patterns formed from chaotic equations and contain
self-similar patterns of complexity increasing with magnification. They are
a perfect balance between order and chaos. If you divide a fractal pattern
into parts you get a nearly identical reduced-size copy of the whole. This
mathematical beauty of fractals is that infinite complexity is formed with
relatively simple equations. By iterating or repeating fractal-generating
equations many times, random outputs create beautiful patterns that are
unique, yet recognizable, such as Romanesco broccoli and peacock feathers
for example.

The Burdock Burr – arctium lappa – inspired George de mistral to invent Velcro
in the 1940’s when he was on a walk with his dog Milka. After his walk, George
noticed that his pants and his dog’s hair were covered in cockleburs. Curious
why they stuck so well to these natural fibers, George de Mestral decided
to study the burrs under a microscope. He saw that the burr plant contains
thousands of tiny hooks that attach themselves efficiently to nearly any fabric
(or dog hair) that passed by. Today, velcro is one of the most common used
fasteners for the clothing industry and many other uses for easy and quick
closure.

Link to case: Scientific Reports - Bioinspired fractal electrodes for solar energy storages
Source: Fractals – Fractals useful beauty

Link to case: VELCRO - A MIND-BLOWING BIOMIMICRY EXAMPLE
Source: Ask Nature – Hooks adhere to wooly coats
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Photo: ‘Slime mould’ by Bernard Spragg

Photo: ‘Beetle, Namib-Naukluft National Park, Namibia’ by Free pictures for conservation

SLIME MOULD

NAMIBIAN FOG BASKING BEETLE

Stay connected

Harvest water from the atmosphere

Slime mould – physarum polycephaum – is a single-celled organism that
can always find the shortest path through any maze, or connect different
arrangements of food sources, in a very efficient manner with minimum
distances. It has a high degree of fault tolerance to accidental disconnection
and builds these highly efficient networks without the help of a central
command A Japan-based research team explored with slime mould on top of
Tokyo’s topographical map and found that the mould itself created a network
almost identical to the current rail system.

The Namibian fog basking beetle – stenocara – has a remarkable ability to
survive in the Namib Desert which receives only around 1cm of rainfall
annually. It has developed an elegant way of harvesting water from fog that
rolls off the Atlantic Ocean in the very early morning. The tiny bumps on his
black back shell, both hydrophobic (water-repelling) and hydrophilic (waterattracting), draw droplets of water from the fog-laden winds. Scientists have
been inspired by the beetle’s shell to create surface and texture material
innovations that can be used for gathering water in arid and dry climate
conditions.

Link to case: Wired - Slime Mold Grows Network Just Like Tokyo Rail System
Source: Ask Nature – cytoplasm creates most efficient routes

Link to case: The Smart Citizen - Qatar sews seeds for regenerating the Sahara
Source: Ask Nature – Water vapor harvesting
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Photo: ‘Saguaro, Carnegiea gigantea’ by Jim Morefield

Photo: ‘Pine Cone Tip’ by Eric Kilby

CACTUS

PINE CONE

Keeping cool

Interact intelligently with the environment

Cacti – cactaceae – are distinctive and unusual plants, which have adapted to
extremely arid and hot environments. They show a wide range of anatomical
and physiological features which conserve water. One such feature, the
cacti ribs, help them deal with heat. These ‘cooling’ ribs provideshade on the
cactus’ surface against the scorching sun and help improve heat radiation.
The alternating planes of light and shade on the vertical cooling ribs produce
rising and falling air currents, which recuperate heat radiation. Application
ideas have been used in building envelope design and innovation that keeps
buildings cool in hot climates.

Pine cones – pinus – are entirely dependent on their environment and
surroundings. Their ‘humidity-sensitive’ scales open and close purposefully
for the fertilization of seeds, protection from the environment, adaptation and
survival. Textile design has been inspired by this intelligent interaction and a
material has been developed using this sophisticated response-cycle to aid in
microclimate ventilation in sportwear.

Link to case: Future Architecture - Architecture inspired by Nature
Source: Ask Nature – shape shades and enhances heat radiation

Link to case: Biomimetics - From a Pinecone to Design of an Active Textile
Source: Nature – how pine cones open
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Photo: ‘Emperor Penguins’ by Christopher Michel

Photo: ‘Termite Mounds in the Outback’ by Rob & Jules

EMPEROR PENGUINS

TERMITE MOUND

Staying warm and dry

Self-cooling nest maintains steady temperature

The Emperor Penguin’s – aptenodytes forsteri – feathers provide excellent
insulation in both air and water. They are part of a complex layering system
that keeps heat from escaping the penguin’s tiny body and have inspired
clothing, as well as, building design. Their bodies have several layers of
insulation; On the outside, there are the tightly packed feathers. Their feathers
are very small in size, short and stiff, and are tightly packed with more than
70 feathers per square inch. They are also waterproof because they overlap
and are coated with oil. Under the feathers, there is a continuous layer of air
all-round the body. Then the skin, and under the skin, is a thick layer of fat
called blubber.

The self-cooling Termite – macrotermes michaelseni – mounds always
maintain their temperature within one degree of 31 degrees Celsius, no matter
if external temperatures vary between -5 and 42 degrees. This full control
of their nests temperature and humidity is critical for the efficient harvesting
ofthe colony’s fungi-food. These mounds represent a zero-waste sustainable
architecture and solar-air conditioning, including a farming system that is
self-regulated by swarm intelligence of the termites. Architectural examples
influenced by the termite mound include an office-shopping building in Harare
– Zimbabwe (Arups with architect Mike Pearce), and also a school designed
by Anders Nyquist outside Sundsvall Sweden.

Link to case: Natural History Museum - How penguin suits are inspiring future fabrics
Source: Ask Nature – feathers trap air to provide warmth

Link to case: Grist - These self-cooled buildings were inspired by termites and frogs
Source: Ask Nature – mound passively heats/cools
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Photo: ‘Dew on spiders web – Cullompton, Devon – Oct 2019’ by Dis

Photo: ‘Blue Morph butterfly’ by NH53

SPIDER’S SILK

BLUE MORPH BUTTERFLY

Innovative strength and flexibility

Diffractive scales produce any colour

Spider’s – araneae – silk is both light and flexible, and on a molecular scale,
is five times stronger than steel. The silk is made at room temperature with
nature’s raw materials of water and dead flies spun out of a spider’s rear
chamber. It inspires scientists to find ways of producing such an innovative
strong material through many different innovative ways, from growing bacteria
to engineered machinery. The ancient Greeks are known to have applied
sheets of spider web onto open wounds, where the antiseptic properties
would prevent infection and encourage healing.

The beautiful and striking colours of the blue morpho – morpho menelaus –
butterfly wings are created not by pigments, but rather by refraction, or thinfilm interference. The really bright reflective colours however are produced
by diffraction, where light is broken up into its constituent colours after being
diffracted by prismatic ridges on the surface of the scales, or on a lattice
of microscopic bubbles within them. These diffractive scales exhibit a high
degree of iridescence – so the colours change in hue and intensity as light
strikes the wings of a butterfly from different angles. Its diffractive scales have
a high level of iridescence, able to produce any colour needed in printed ink.

Link to case: Science Magazine - Spider silk is five times stronger than steel—now, scientists know why
Source: Ask Nature – spider web is strong and flexible

Link to case: RSC Advances - Structural coloration in nature
Source: Ask Nature – Wing scales cause light to diffract and interfere
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Photo: ‘Humpback Whales’ by Christopher Michel

Photo: ‘Fireweed’ by Intermountain Region US Fores Service

HUMPBACK WHALES

FIREWEED BLOSSOM

Gather with air

Pioneering entrepreneurship in moments of crisis

These Humpback whales – megaptera novaeangliae – have developed a
unique ‘bubble-net’ feeding strategy that distinguishes them from other whale
species. They blow air bubbles under water to generate a ‘net’ which collects
and traps their prey. Researchers have observed two different sophisticated
techniques of bubble nets: the ‘upward spiral’ and the ‘double-loop’. Here
nature uses only the energy it needs and relies on freely available energy. This
refined form of ‘gathering’ has been explored to create a net-less system to
catch fish.

Fireweed Blossom – chamerion Angustifolium – is a pink flower that appears
soon after a wild forest fire. It is an example of a pioneering species which
are the first to appear in harsh environments and that lead towards more
biodiversity and stable ecosystems. Thinking from these types of species
has inspired entrepreneurs to think in moments of crisis’; from finding new
opportunities for growth to launching something new. Nature can inspire and
offer many insights in extreme environmental conditions, and especially to the
one we presently face – the climate emergency.

Link to case: Smithsonian - Stunning Video Captures Humpback Whales Catching Fish With Nets of Bubbles
Source: Ask Nature – Bubble net system to catch fish

Link to case: Medium - 5 Lessons from Nature About Being an Entrepreneur
Source: USDA – Fireweed
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Photo: ‘Expn235022’ by NOAA

Photo: Fire chaser beetle’ Courtesy of U. Schmidt/Flickr

DEEP SEA SPONGE

BLACK FIRE BEETLE

Reinforced fibre optics

Sensing fires for early detection

The deep-sea sponge – phylum porifera – is made from a natural glass which
are bundles of threads embedded like reinforced concrete. Each square
window measures about 2×2 millimeters. The glass-like fibers of a sponge
transmit light better than any human-made fiber optics, yet they are made
from natural materials and at ambient temperatures.

The Black Fire – melanophilia – beetle lays its eggs in the charred remains of
a forest fire. It has a sensor design with the ability to detect flames perhapsas
far as 80 kilometres away. It can also hear the cracking of the wood and sense
combustion products in very small amounts by using supersensitive receptors
which are located in tiny pits on the beetle’s chest receptors. These enabled
the beetle to sense infrared radiation – the heat given off by a blazing inferno
– helping it to zero and get closer to a forest fire. Scientists in Germany have
mimicked the features of the infrared feelers to see if they can manufacture
sensor devices which could be mounted around forests alerting to a fire early
on.

Link to case: The Harvard Gazette - Scientists explore nature’s designs
Source: Ask Nature – Glass skeleton is tough yet flexible

Link to case: Science Daily – Fire beetles may revolutionise early-warning systems for forest fires
Source: New Scientist – Zoologger: Infrared-sensing beetles born in fire
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Photo: ‘Fennec Fox’ by Suneko

Photo: ‘Abalone shell’ by Paxson Woelber

FENNEC FOX

ABALONE SHELLS

Releasing heat to avoid overheating

Stop cracks from propagating

The Fennec fox – vulpes zerda – avoids overheating in the North African
desert through use of pale, reflective fur and large, vascularized ears. The fox
has a very unique solution for thermoregulation by increasing circulation to
its ‘chimney-like’ ears, that are threaded with blood vessels, helps it facilitate
heat loss. This allows excess heat in the bloodstream to be dissipated. This
simple and elegant structural solution takes advantage of basic principles of
heat transfer which might inspire innovation in building envelope design.

Abalone shells – haliotis – are made of thousands of layers of hard discs
made from calcium carbonate, connected with a flexible mortar. This mortar
is a protein adhesive that binds to the top and bottom surfaces of the calcium
carbonate tiles. This adhesive is strong enough to hold layers firmly together,
but weak enough to permit them to slip apart, hence, absorbing the energy of
a heavy blow in the process. This gives abalone shells an incredible resistance
to crack propagation. Nature here has inspired fracture-resistant ceramics
that can retain a high elasticity under loads.

Link to case: State of the Art: X-BIONIC introduces its current iconic products
Source: Animal diversity – fennec fox

Link to case: MIT Technology Review - Ceramics That Won’t Shatter
Source: Treehugger – abalone shell strength through clever design
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NETWORK
Nordic Actors

As part of the hub’s intention, the platform includes an interactive
Stakeholder map of actors and activities related to biomimicry or biologically
inspired activities in the Nordics. The source of this mapping began during the
‘Biomimicry in the Nordic Countries’ study conducted in 2018 (Lenau, Linkola
& Orrù, 2018).
Altogether over 100 organisations and almost 100 professionals from
the Nordic countries are currently mapped, along with critical European
entities. The platform will continue to update this mapping as more actors are
highlighted and come forward. The organisations are companies, research
groups and institutes, universities, industry or sustainability advocacy groups
and governmental organizations.

Source: Lenau, Linkola & Orrù, 2018

Link to embedded map
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Network Page Layout

The map is fully
interactive and
the different
interconnected
bubbles can be
zoomed into to
see the actors
in more detail
and how they
are connected
to one another.
We endeavour
to keep updating
actors as they are
discovered.

Source: Lenau, Linkola & Orrù, 2018
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Each actor has a
brief description,
url, sector and
Nordic country
colour group.

EDUCATION & TRAINING
Learning Biomimicry

The platform offers an opportunity to get started in learning about
biomimicry and how to apply it. We aim to offer a spectrum of training that
works with participant’s available time, commitment and disciplinary needs.
Currently, there is an opprotunity to book a lecture, bio-inspired tailored
workshop and/or take a course offered by the team. All these options are
available both in real-life and online.
Lectures
The lectures are a brief dip into biomimicry, either online or in person. These
serve as an introduction to the field before a participant decides whether to
dive into more commited learning.
Nature-Inspired Workshops
The nature-inspired workshops are tailored to the needs of a specific team
and/or company that may approach the platform for training. The team can
design a workshop for a specific project where participants can be inspired by
nature as a mentor to solve a particular challenge they may be grappling with.

Photo: ‘Yellow slime mold’ by Bernard Spragg

Courses
The platform offers a variety of courses, from one-day to two-months,
fthat works with prticipant’s different paces, available time and/or disciplinary
needs. There are both online and in real life learning versions..
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Courses Page Layout

The platform
offers diverse
versions of
courses with
both online and
in-rel-life learning
possibilities

The platform
offers 3 types of
learnings &/or
engagement with
biomimicry

LECTURES

NATURE-INSPIRED
WORKSHOPS

ONE DAY
COURSE

COURSES

TWO DAY
COURSE

ONLINE
COURSES

ONE DAY

TWO MONTH
COURSE

TWO DAY

A green box with
an overview of the
course:
- date
- location
- team
- instructions

Each course has a description page where
users can find out more. Each module has
a limited amount of participants to keep
the course high quality because workshops
usually involve group work, and our intention
is to construct multi-disciplinary teams. The
description also contains the date, what the
workshop offers, skills gained in the course.
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(Sweden’s leading research and innovation investment within the resource and
waste area); and member of the Adjudication Committee for the Nordic Council
Nature and Environment Prize.

PROJECT TEAM
Who we are

Louise Hård af Segerstad
Louise Hård af Segerstad has worked with Nature Based Solutions with
architects and other consultants. She divides her time between Albaeco and
Stockholm Resilience Centre. Albaeco (est. 2000) – have been working with
biomimicry as science communicators, ecologists and systems thinkers since
2008. As experts on the social-ecological research field, they cover ecosystem
services, resilience, planetary boundaries and transformation, and they cofounded the Stockholm Resilience Centre at Stockholm University. They have
worked on several projects around urban sustainability, urban ecosystem
services (e.g. C/O City project), urban food production and biomimicry.

The core team in Stockholm consists of Anna Maria Orrù, Fredrik Moberg
and Louise Hård af Segerstad. However, Nordic Biomimicry extends to a
Nordic network ranging from practitioners within biomimicry to researchers on
biodiversity more broadly from Norway, Finland, Denmark and Iceland.

Nordic Partners
This is the first list of Nordic partners which is subject to grown

Anna Maria Orrù

Denmark

Dr. Anna Maria Orrù has been an educator, professional and researcher
in the field of biomimicry since 2003. She worked within architecture both in
practice & research in London with Grimshaw, Exploration Architecture and
Arups. In 2010, she began teaching and has been driving biomimicry education
in Swedish departments of Architecture and Design at KTH, Chalmers and
Konstfack. Her PhD ‘Wild Poethics’ furthered the topic using artistic and
embodied methodologies. Currently, she is a Senior Lecturer at Konstfack
where she is responsible for the Nature-inspired modules. She is co-author
on the study for the Nordic Council. In her spare time, she is a beekeeper and
takes care of an olive grove.

Torben Anker Lenau
Sarah Gregersen
Lars Pødenphant Kiær
Suzana Barbosa
Pernille Lethenborg
Finland
Lilli Linkola

Fredrik Moberg

Norway

Dr. Fredrik Moberg is currently writing a popular science book on
Biomimicry, to be published in 2021. He holds a PhD in systems ecology
and is co-founder and co-director of Albaeco, an independent organisation
communicating the latest in sustainability science. He is also a senior
communications advisor and researcher at Stockholm Resilience Centre,
Stockholm University. As an advisor in the fields of sustainable innovation and
sustainable business strategies; member of the strategic council of RE:Source

Michel Wolfstirn
Nina Havermans
Veslemøy Klavenes-Berge
Iceland
Hildur Ísdal Thorgeirsdóttir
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APPENDICES
Website Platform
News

Resources

Contact Us

What is Biomimicry?

Nature-Inspired Workshops
Learning Biomimicry
Network

MAIN: Welcome Nordic
Biomimicry
Lectures
Lectures, Workshops,
Courses

The following pages are screenshots from the completed website platform
dated in December 2020. The diagram to the right is a mapping representation
of the website mapping.

About us

Nordic Biomimicry

One-day Course
Biomimicry Courses
Two-day Course
Who we are
Two-month Course
Online Courses

One-day Online Course

Two-day Online Course

Diagram of Website mapping
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This report is accompanied by the creation and launch of the platform Nordic Biomimicry - a
Nordic Knowledge Hub & Education Platform for Biomimicry. The platform is accessible via
the website: www.nordicbiommicry.org which has been created during this project.
We are grateful to ARQ forsk for their support in making this platform come to life. Thank you.
© 2020 Nordic Biomimicry
Stockholm, Sweden
info@nordicbiommicry.org

